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Our options are not limited this is just some of Santorini venues available
Micro-weddings, elopements and renewal of vows

Andromeda Villas

Ceremony
1. Booking the venue for ceremony one hour
2. Full wedding planning / wedding coordination / pre-wedding meeting
3. Legal fees and celebrant fees
4. Wedding papers translation from English only
5. Hair and make up for the bride (no trial)
6. Bridal bouquet and boutonniere (greens & roses)
7. Altar table flower decoration
8. Two meters garland with greens
9. Gazebo with white curtains and altar table
10. Photographer two hours
11. Wedding cake one tier decorated with fresh flower
12. Bridal transfer two ways
13. Guests transfers two ways
14. Recorder music during ceremony – USB is required
Complimentary one glass of wine per person

You can choose to stay, and have the reception if you wish at extra cost or have the reception in a local restaurant

(10 persons)
Beautiful caldera hotel with the possibility of accommodation. Private hall for reception after the wedding. Located in a convenient spot for a photo shooting after the ceremony.
Micro weddings, elopements and renewal of vows ceremony for 10 persons

Illoperato - ceremony
A nice choice for an intimate hotel ceremony and close to popular locations for photo shooting - with possibility of accommodation if you want. And then move for wedding dinner in a restaurant overlooking Santorini island in a semi private dinner with delicious Mediterranean food.

Ceremony
1. Booking the venue for ceremony one hour
2. Full wedding planning/wedding coordination/Pre wedding meeting
3. Legal fees and celebrant fees
4. Wedding papers translation from English only
5. Hair and make up for the bride (no trial)
6. Bridal bouquet and boutonniere (greens & roses)
7. Altar table flower decoration
8. Two meters garland with greens
9. Gazebo with white curtains and altar table
10. Photographer two hours
11. Wedding cake one tier decorated with fresh flower
12. Bridal transfer two ways
13. Guests transfers two ways
14. Recorder music during ceremony - USB is required
Complimentary one glass of wine per person

You can choose to stay, and have the reception if you wish at extra cost.
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Santa Irene - ceremony

Santa Irene is an intimate romantic ceremony in Santorini Venue floating between earth and sky surrounded by white traditional Cycladic houses.

Ceremony
1. Booking the venue for ceremony one hour
2. Full wedding planning / wedding coordination / pre-wedding meeting
3. Legal fees and celebrant fees
4. Wedding papers translation from English only
5. Hair and makeup for the bride (no trial)
6. Bridal bouquet and boutonniere (greens and roses)
7. Altar table flower decoration
8. Two meters garland with greens
9. Gazebo with white curtains and altar table
10. Photographer two hours
11. Wedding cake one tier decorated with fresh flower
12. Bridal transfer two ways
13. Guests transfers two ways
14. Recorder music during ceremony - USB is required

Complimentary one glass of wine per person
You can choose to stay, and have the reception if you wish at extra cost.

Reception in nearby restaurants.
Micro weddings, elopement and renewal of vows

Santo winery has Stunning views to caldera and the volcano and it is located into the famous winery. Ceremony for 10 persons

Ceremony
1. Booking the venue for ceremony one hour
2. Full wedding planning/wedding coordination/Pre wedding meeting
3. Legal fees and celebrant fees
4. Wedding papers translation from English only
5. Hair and make up for the bride (no trial)
6. Bridal bouquet and boutonniere (greens and roses)
7. Altar table flower decoration
8. Two meters garland with greens
9. Gazebo with white curtains and altar table
10. Photographer two hours
11. Wedding cake one tier decorated with fresh flower
12. Bridal transfer two ways
13. Guests transfers two ways
14. Recorder music during ceremony - USB is required

Complimentary one glass of wine per person

You can have the reception if you wish at extra cost
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Dana Villas Ceremony

Dana villa wedding ceremony and reception venue is at Firostefani, 300 meters above the sealevel. The venue has unobstructed panoramic views to caldera, the volcano and the deep blue waters.

Ceremony:
1. Booking the venue for ceremony
2. Full wedding planning/wedding coordination/Pre wedding meeting
3. Legal fees and celebrant fees
4. Wedding papers translation from English only
5. Hair and make up for the bride (no trial)
6. Bridal bouquet and boutonniere (greens & roses)
7. Altar table flower decoration
8. Gazebo with white curtains and altar table
9. Photographer for two hours
10. Recorder music during ceremony - USB is required
11. Garland with greens 2 meters
Complimentary a glass of wine

You can choose to stay, and have the reception if you wish at extra cost.

Photo credit: T. Papadopoulos
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El Viento Ceremony

El Viento is an old windmill which was renovated recently. The wedding venue offers amazing views. Can accommodate ceremony and reception in two different levels. Also a bridal suite is available for hiring.

Ceremony
1. Booking the venue for ceremony
2. Full wedding planning/wedding coordination/Pre wedding meeting
3. Legal fees and celebrant fees
4. Wedding papers translation from English only
5. Hair and make-up for the bride (no trial)
6. Bridal bouquet and boutonniere
7. Altar table flower decoration
8. Gazebo with white curtains and altar table
9. Photographer for two hours
10. Recorder music during ceremony - USB is required
11. Garland with greens 2 meters
12. Complimentary a glass of wine

You can choose to stay and have the reception if you wish at extra cost.

Photo credits: Adria Marovic
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_Santorini Estate_
_has stunning views to caldera and the volcano_

_Ceremony in upper Level_ 2-30 persons

One of the most well known ceremony. It is a boutique hotel and can be hired for exclusive/private use and the can be organized unique events for up to 180 persons. The well trained staff will provide the utmost service and create a spectacular wedding for you. We can also organize private parties, private dining, special buffets and dinners, sunset cocktail events and brunches. Small weddings and renewal of vows or proposals can be arranged if you book on time.

_Ceremony_
1. Booking the venue for ceremony
2. Full wedding planning/wedding coordination/Pre wedding meeting
3. Legal fees and celebrant fees
4. Wedding papers translation from English only
5. Hair and make up for the bride (no trial)
6. Bridal bouquet and boutonniere
7. Altar table flower decoration
8. Gazebo with white curtains and altar table
9. Photographer for two hours
10. Recorder music during ceremony - USB is required
11. Garland with greens 2 meters
12. Complimentary a glass of wine
13. Finger food
14. A la carte dinner is compulsory

You can choose to stay, if you wish at extra cost
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Rocabella – infinity Kiosk

Ceremony

Between sky and earth you say your vows in the most amazing venue in Santorini island

Ceremony
1. Booking the venue for ceremony
2. Full wedding planning/wedding coordination/Pre wedding meeting
3. Legal fees and celebrant fees
4. Wedding papers translation from English only
5. Hair and make up for the bride (no trial)
6. Bridal bouquet and boutonniere
7. Altar table flower decoration
8. Gazebo with white curtains and altar table
9. Photographer for two hours
10. Recorder music during ceremony – USB is required
11. Garland with greens two meters
12. Complimentary one glass of wine per guest

You can choose to have reception or stay, if you wish at extra cost

Photo credit: K. Stamatalis
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Private mansion Bliss in Pyrgos
Ceremony for 10 persons
Located in the medieval village of Pyrgos

Ceremony and stay
1. Booking the venue for ceremony and stay
2. Full wedding planning/wedding coordination/Pre wedding meeting
3. Legal fees and celebrant fees
4. Wedding papers translation from English only
5. Hair and make up for the bride (no trial)
6. Bridal bouquet and boutonniere
7. Altar table flower decoration
8. Altar table, chairs, gazebo
9. Photographer for two hours
10. Recorder music during ceremony – USB is required
11. Garland with greens two meters
12. Drinks for one hour (Santorini wine, water, soft drinks)
13. Compulsory stay three nights
Complimentary a tray of Greek sweets
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Canaves Oia
Ceremony

Ceremony
1. Booking the venue for ceremony
2. Full wedding planning/wedding coordination/Pre wedding meeting
3. Legal fees and celebrant fees
4. Wedding papers translation from English only
5. Hair and make up for the bride (no trial)
6. Bridal bouquet and boutonniere
7. Altar table flower decoration
8. Altar table and chairs
9. Photographer for two hours
10. Recorder music during ceremony - USB is required
11. Garland with greens two meters
12. Arch decorated with flowers in season at the corners

Complimentary one glass of wine per guest

Compulsory to have reception